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Bandicam.v2.1.3.757.Incl.Keymaker-MAZE . .Toby Hemenway Toby Hemenway (born 1962) is an artist from Portland, Oregon, who was described in the New York Times as, "probably the most
significant curator of contemporary art working in Oregon" in a January, 2000, review of his show, "In the Ground," at the Portland Art Museum. He is also the former President of the Portland

Center for Photogenic Arts, a Portland, Oregon, visual arts non-profit that he founded in 1995. Early life and education Born in Gainesville, FL in 1962, Hemenway moved to Portland, Oregon in 1982
to attend the University of Oregon, where he majored in philosophy and studied sculpture. After graduation, he worked at the Oregon College of Art and Craft from 1989 to 1993. In 1993, he began
work as a solo artist. Fine arts career Hemenway is known for his fashion photography, which has been shown in solo and group exhibitions throughout North America. He has stated he composes

and photographs in the same manner as fashion designers, through "insights gained from nearly 15 years of observing and creating in a highly stylized and disciplined way." According to an article
written by Sebastian Nartker and Mark Beard for Communication Arts magazine, the covers of Hemenway's photography books, "Liner Note" and "Close Quarters," have both been criticized for "so
closely resembling the luxury fashion magazines for which they ostensibly serve as advertising that they are more likely to encourage confusion than inspire critical contemplation." Others have

praised the photographs, describing them as having an "almost irresistible poetic quality" or "incandescent etherealness." In 1996, Hemenway was the first recipient of the Oregon Arts Commission
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